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A certain infmite-dimensional generalization of Gordan’s transposition theorem 
is obtained as a consequence of a strong duality principle in continuous-time 
programming. Some implications and corollaries of the main theorem are also dis- 
cussed. I 19x5 Acadcmc Prr,r. Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the area of mathematical programming, transposition theorems, also 
referred to as theorems of the alternative, play a pivotal role in deriving 
optimality conditions and duality theorems. A transposition theorem is an 
assertion about the solvability of two alternative systems, say I and II, of 
inequalities and/or equalities, and may bc stated as follows: 
Either system I has a solution, or system II has a solution, 
but never both. 
A fairly extensive discussion of transposition theorems in finite dimensions 
is available in [IO]. 
The most frequently invoked theorem of this type is perhaps the 
celebrated theorem of Farkas [lo], which because of its immense utility 
has been extensively studied in the literature of mathematical program- 
ming. 
Another important key theorem of this type is Gordan’s theorem, which 
also has been employed frequently in establishing fundamental properties 
of systems of linear inequalities, other transposition theorems, and 
optimality criteria in finite-dimensional nonlinear programming [6, 7, IO, 
12, 131. The real linite-dimensional version of this theorem can be stated as 
follows: 
For each given tn x n matrix A, either 
Ax < 0 has a solution I E R”, 
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or 
A’y = 0, y > 0, has a solution y E R”\ { 0}, 
but never both. 
Generalizations of this theorem have appeared in [I, 2, 4, 5, 8, 12.- 141. 
In the finite-dimensional case, transposition theorems have been 
obtained in the past mostly by two methods: by using existence theory of 
solutions of systems of linear inequalities, and by resorting to separation 
theorems [lo]; while in the infinite-dimensional case, some version of the 
Hahn-Banach separation theorem has consistently been used. In the latter 
case, however, it is invariably assumed that certain cones have nonempty 
interiors. This stipulation precludes the possibility of applying the existing 
transposition theorems to situations involving maps with ranges in L, 
spaces, since the cones of nonnegative functions in these spaces have no 
interior points. 
Recently, it was shown by McLinden [ 11 J, in an extremely general set- 
ting, that a duality theorem is logically equivalent to a transposition 
theorem. This reciprocity result obviously provides a convenient framework 
for exploiting the interplay between these two classes of theorems, and 
makes it possible to derive new transposition theorems to conform to a 
wide range of specifications. 
In this paper, utilizing the approach used by Geoffrion [8] in the finite- 
dimensional case, WC will establish some transposition theorems which can- 
not be obtained by imitating the conventional methods. Using the main 
duality theorem recently obtained in [IS]. we will extend a number of the 
classical transposition theorems to a certain infinite-dimensional setting. 
Some of these theorems have been instrumental in deriving generalized 
optimality conditions for continuous-time programming and optimal con- 
trol problems [ 16, 173. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Consider the following continuous-time primal and dual nonlinear 
programming problems: 
PROBLEM P. 
minimize 4(x) = ptw, 1) dr 
subject to g(x(r), r) < 0 a.e. in [0, r], 
h(x(t), 1) = 0 a.e. in [0, T], 
x E x, 
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where X is a nonempty convex subset of the Banach space I,“, [O. T] of all 
Lebesguc mcasurablc essentially bounded n-dimensional vector functions 
defmed on the compact interval [O, 7‘] CI R, with the norm I’ II , defined by 
iJ.VJI I = max css sup (.r,(t)l, 
I c ,cn rc[O.I’I 
where for each I E [0, 71, .r,( f) is thcjth component of x(r) E R”, Q is a con- 
vex real-valued function defined on A’, g(.r( r), 1) = y(x)(r), where ;’ is a map 
of X into the normed space A;l[O, T] of all Lebesgue measurable essen- 
tially bounded m-dimensional vector functions defined on [0, 71. with the 
norm I( 11, defined by 
g is assumed to be convex in its first argument throughout [0, 7’1, and 
71(x(f), f) = q(~)(r) with q: X+ A’;[O, T], is linear in its first argument 
throughout [0, 7-j. 
With respect to vectors, 2 < 0 means that z, < 0 for all i, and 2 < 0 means 
that 2, < 0 for all i. 
PROBLEM D. 
where 
maximize Il/(u. I:) 
subject to u(t) > 0 a.e. in [0, 71, 
u E I.‘; [0, T], c E Lk,- [0, 71, and prime denotes transposition, 
The perwharion Junction p: A’;[O, 7’1 x At[O, 71 + R associated with 
Problem P is defined as 
=y’(f) a.e. in [0, 7J , 
where J = ( y’, ~1’). 
Problem P is said to be stable if p(0) is finite and there exists a constant 
M >O such that 
p(O)~P(?‘)+MI;~ilI for all J = ( .Y’, y2) E A;t[O, r] x /i:[O, r] 
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The following strong duality theorem, among other results, linking 
Problems P and D was established in [ 151, and will be needed in proving 
our main result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that Problem P is stable. Then Problem D has an 
optimal solution and the opfimul objective jiinction values of Problems P 
und D are equal. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
The following theorem concerning a fundamental property of an incon- 
sistent system of convex inequalities and linear equalities is the main result 
of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a nonempty convex subset of‘ L;JO, T], let for 
each i = I. 2,..., m, the jiinction g,: R” x [0, T] --+ R’ defined hy g,(x(t), f) = 
7,(x)( I), where 7, is a map from X into A, [0, T], be convex in its first 
urgument throughout [0, T], and let for each i= 1,2 ,..., k, the function 
h,: R” x [0, T] + R defined by hi(x(f), I) = vi(x)(t), where 9, is a map from 
X into A, [0, T], he linear in its jlrst urgument throughout [0, T]. Jf the 
system 
g,(dO, 0 < 0 a.~. in [0, T], i= I, 2 ,..., m, 
h,(x(t), t) = 0 U.P. in [0, T], i= I, 2 ,..., k, 
has no solution .YE X, then there exist a UE LS [0, T] and u v E Lk, [0, T] 
such that 
c T[~‘(t)g(.~(t).t)+ti’(t)h(x(t),t)]dt~O for all x E X, -0 
u(r)20 ae. in [0, T], 
(40, 40) z 0 a.e. in [0, T], 
where g = (g, ,..., g,,,)’ cmd h = (h, ,..., hk)‘. 
Proof: If the system has no solution in X, then for any feasible solution 
the convex program 
minimize i. 
subject to x,(x(t), 1) - i < 0 a.e. in [0, T], i= 1, 2 ,..., m, 
h,(x( f), f) - A = 0 a.e. in [0, T], i= I, 2 ,..., k, 
J.ER,XEX, 
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has a nonnegative value. This program is clearly stable. and hence 
Theorem 2.1 ensures that the dual problem 
01 * , 
max inf i. + C ( I(,( !)[ ~,(.r(r), 1) - i.] df 
ItI I) 2 0 r t .t a e I” ro. I ] L c- .Q ,_I “0 
v,(r)[h,(x(r), r) - i] dr 
has an optimal solution (u, c) E 15: [0, r] x Lk, [0, T], u(t) 2 0 ae. in 
[0, 7J, with value 20. Thus 
inf 7‘[u’(~)g(~x(~),~)+~*‘(~)h(~(t),~)]dt 
i rcx (, 
where u’(t)= (u,(t),..., u,(t)) and t:‘(l)= (c,(t),..., cJt)). The second term in 
this inequality must be equal to zero because otherwise due to the nature of 
i., the value of the dual program can be - ix. Hence 
and 
u,(t)+ i c,(t) dr= I 
I 1-I 1 
.- I 
1 [u’(t)g(.x(~),~)+~‘(t)h(x(t),~)]dt>O forall.uEX. 1 
- 0 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let X he a nonempty convex subset of L”,,[O, T], ler 
,for each j = I, 2, 3, the mup g’: R” x [0, T] + IV defined by g’( -u( f j, I) = 
;j’(x)( 0, where , *a’ is a mup from X into A;‘,[O, T], he convex in its first 
argumen( throughout [0, T], und let the map h: R” x [0, T] + Rk defined by 
h(x(t), I) = q(x)(t), \r*here ‘1 is a map from X inro Af[O, T], be linear in ifs 
first argument throughout [0, T]. !f the system 
R’(-T(IL ,)<O a.e. in [0, T], 
R’(.~(f), 1) GO a.e. in [0, T], 
g’(.r(r), I) #O u.e. in [0, T], 
g’(x(t), 1)60 ax. in [0, T), 
h(x( r), I ) = 0 ax. in [0, T], 
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has no solution .r E X, then there exist uJ E Lz[O, T], j = 1, 2, 3, and 
u E Lk, [0, T] such that 
c I [u”(f) g’@(r), I) + d’(f) g2(x(r), I) + d’(f) g3(.r(r), I) -0 
+ c’(f) h(x(f), f)] df>O for all .vE X, 
u’(r)>,O, d(f)30, d(f)30 a.e. in [0, T], 
(U’(f), U2(f), 22(f), c(t))#O a.e. in [0, T]. 
The above theorem can be viewed as a partial generalization of 
Motzkin’s transposition theorem [IO]. It is not a complete generalization 
because the theorem does not guarantee that exactly one of the systems has 
a solution. Similarly, the above corollary may be considered a partial 
generalization of Slater’s transposition theorem [lo]. However, 
Theorem 3.1 provides a complete generalization of Gordan’s theorem as 
shown below. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Generalized Gordan Theorem). Let A’ be a nonempty 
conce.y subset oj’ L?, [0, T], and Ief the map g: W” x [0, T] -+ R”’ defined h,* 
g(x(t), 1) =y(.u)(t). where 7 is a mrrpfrom Xinto Ay[O, T], be convex in its 
first argument throughout [0, T]. Then either 
1 g(.u(r). I)<0 a.e. in [0, T] has u solution .TE A’, 
or 
II JT U’(l) g(s(t), r)dr>O jbr ull .Y E X und ,for some 
::L!y[O, T], u(t)bO,u(t)#O u.e. in [01 T], 
hut new both. 
ProoJ Suppose that I has a solution .U E X. Then for any u E L; [0, T], 
u(t) 2 0, u(r) # 0 a.e. in [0, T], 
i 
7 
u’(r) g(.f( f), f) dt < 0. 
‘0 
Hence II cannot have a solution. 
Next assume that I has no solution XE X. Then by Theorem 3.1 with 
h(x(t), I) = 0 ae. in [0, T] deleted, II has a solution u having the required 
properties. 1 
We will next consider the linear version of the above theorem and obtain 
a continuous-time analogue of the original form of Gordan’s theorem. 
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THEOK~M 3.3 (Gordan’s Theorem ). .~uppo.sc~ thut rhe usmnrptiot~s (!I 
7‘hcwcwi 3.2 urc surisficd with 
.I 
,(:(-U(I). f)=A(tb(f)+ ) K(1..\).~(.S)dS. 
-‘,I 
(1) A(~),~(!)+ [‘K(f,.y).y(.s)dsiO 
*o 
a.e. in [0, 7.1 bus u solution s E L.‘: [0, 7‘1. or 
(11) A’(r) u( 1) + J-’ K’(s, 1) u(s) ds = 0 
I 
a.e. in [IO, T] has a .so/ution ueLy[O, T]\,fOi, u(t)>,0 u.~. in [0, T], hut 
newr both. 
Proof: If 1 has a solution .r E t’.;. [0, T], then for any u E L’; LO. T] ,,, (0 ;, 
U(I) b 0 a.~. in [0, T], we have 
1 [ 
I‘U’(I) - 0 A(l)r(r)+~‘K(r,.s).l(S)ds dr<O, 0 1 
which can be written, after applying Fubini’s theorem, as 
u[,‘.c’(I) A’(fJu(l)+ i’ K'(.s, i)u(.s)tl\](li(o. 
I “I 
This clearly shows that u cannot be a solution of II. 1f I has no solution, 
then by Theorem 3.2, there exists a UE L’; [0, T]‘,., lo), u(f) 3 0 a.e. in 
[0, T] such that 
j-r u’(r) [ I .~(t) + i’ K(t, S) S(S) C~S 
I 
dr 2 0 for all .Y E 1.‘; [0, 7’3. 
-0 
Again, using Fubini’s theorem, this inequality can be expressed as 
J i 
-’ X)(I) 0 A’(l) u(t)+ J-’ K’(s, 1) u(s) ds df 20. I 1 
Since this inequality holds for all XE L’; [0, 71, it must hold as an equality, 
which in turn implies that the expression inside the brackets equals zero 
a.c. in [0, T]. Thus II has a solution u with the required properties. 1 
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The next result shows that Theorem 3.1 becomes a transposition 
theorem if the linear map h is appropriately specified. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that the assumptions oj Theorem 3.1 are sarisfied 
~i/h h(.u(r). I) = B(t) .r(t) -h(t), where B(t) is a k x n matrix and ME !I%‘. 
Further, ~~s.wne thal there does not r.rist a c E Lr [0, T]\, (0) such that 
B’(I) c(r) =0 a.e. in [0, T]. 
Then eilher 
1 R(.Y(f 1, f) < 0, B(r).u(t)=h(t) a.c. in [0, T] 
hm 0 solution .Y E L’; [0, T], 
II 1’ {u’(t)&(t), f)+tl’(r)[B(t)x(~)-h(r)]) dt20 
0 
&r cl/l .Y E L’: [0, T], jiw some u E L’; [O. T], u(t) 2 0, 
U(I) #O o.e. in [O. T), und,fi)r .some L’E L”, [0, T], 
Proof; Let .\- E L’: [0, T] be a solution of I. Then for any u E L’z [0, T], 
u(r) 30, U(I) # 0 a.e. in [0, T], and CE L/: [0, T] we have 
-I 
(u’(l) g@(r), r)+r:‘(t)[B(r).r(t)-h(l)]) dt<O. 
-0 
Hence II cannot have a solution. 
Next suppose that 1 has no solution .Y E L’(I [O, T]. Then by Theorem 3.1, 
thereexist UE L’; [0, T], u(t)>,Oa.e. in [0, 7’1, CE Lt [0, T], (u(r), c(t))#O 
a.e. in [0, T], such that 
for all .r E L: [0, T] 
If u(t)aO, U(I) #O a.e. in [O. T], then the theorem is proved. We want to 
show that u(f) = 0 a.e. in [0, TJ is impossible. Suppose to the contrary that 
U(I) = 0 a.c. in [0, 7-]. Then the above inequality reduces to 
- I’ 
J v’(r)[B(t)s(~)-h(l)] dtlr>,O 0 
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for all .v E 1,‘; [0, 7‘1 and for some t‘ E Lh, [0, T). r(/) # 0 a.~. in [O. 7‘1. But 
this inequality implies that B’(r) r(t) =0 a.e. in [0, 7J. To see this. assume 
that B’( [) r( [) # 0 a.e. in [(I. 7’1. and choose 
and 
- I 
x’(r)= -d(f) B(f) if 
J 
r’(r) h(f) dr 30, 
0 
-r,(f) = 2 [c’(r) h(r)lCc’(t) B(f)1 
c’(t) f?(f) B’(f) t’(f) 
if [‘Cyf)h(f)df<o. 
JO 
Then we get 
jl,’ C’(f)[B(f) x(t)- h(f)] df <o, 
which is obviously a contradiction. Hence B’(r) t:(f) = 0 a.e. in [0, 71. But 
this conclusion contradicts the supposition specified in the statement of the 
theorem. Therefore, u(r) # 0 a.e. in [0, T], and the proof is complete. 1 
Finally, WC will present an extension of a theorem of Bohnenblust ef al. 
[3]. which may involve a possibly infinite family of convex and linear 
maps. 
THEOREM 3.5. Lrt X he a nonempfJ compacr convex subset of L’; [0, T], 
let (R,)tt I hc a family (/kite or infinite) of fimctions g,: R” x [0, T] 4 R 
defined hy gi(x(f), f) = y,(x)(f), where 7, are maps from X info A,[O, T], 
MAich are ~mwx and lonw wmicontinuous with respecf to [heir firs! 
arguments throughout [0, T], und kf (h,),, ., he u family (jinife or irtfkife) oj 
functions h,: R” x [0, T] -+ R dc$ned hy h,(x( f), 1) = q,(x)(t), where q, are 
maps ji-om X info A, [0, T], rrhich ure linear in their .first argumenrs 
throughout [ 0, T]. [/’ fhr sy.vwn 
g,(.dfL f),<O a.~. in [0, T], i E I, 
h,(r( f ), f ) = 0 U.P. in [0, T], i E J, 
bus no solurion x E X, then fiw sonw jinife suhfumily (g,, ,..., g,_) oj’ (g,), c , 
und some ,finite subfamily (h,, ,..., h,,) of (h,), F J there exisr u E LT, [0, T] and 
t’ E Lf, [0, T] such rhut 
u( f ) b 0. (U(f), L4f)) #O u.c. in [0, T], 
. T  m  J [c u,(f) x,,(-df). 1) + i c,(f) h,,(xW, f) df 20 0 /=I /-I I 
(fJ is empfy, then the lust ineyualify uhow becomes a sfricf inqualify. 
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PrmJ It can easily be seen that the system 
g,(-r( 1 ), 1) < 1: 
/2,(x(t), f)=O 
a.e. in [0, T], i 6 I, E > 0, 
a.e. in [0, TJ, ie.J, 
has no solution .Y E A’, and that the sets 
X(i,j,r:)= {.reX: g,(.u(t), f)<E, 
h,(x(f), f)=O a.e. in [0, T]} 
are closed subsets of the compact set X, with empty intersection. Thus by 
the finite intersection property (Cantor property), there exists a finite num- 
ber of such sets with empty intersection. Hence there exist indices i, ,..., 
in,eI, i ,,..., i, EJ, and real numbers E, ,..., E,, >O such that the system 
Sl,(.~O), 1) - c,G 0 a.e. in [0, T], j= I ,..., m, 
h,,W), 1) = 0 a.e. in [0, T],j= I ,..., k, 
has no solution .Y E A’. Therefore, by Corollary 3.1, there exist u E L’: 
[O, T], c E L”, [0, T] such that 
u(r)20, (U(f), t:(f)) # 0 a.c. in [0, T], 
u,(f) cc,(W, 1) + i c,(f) h,(.W, f) df 
I- I I 
T  “’ 
2 F 1 c,u,(f) dt30 for all .Y E X, JO I- 1 
where u’(r)= (u,(r),..., u,,,(t)) and r’(f)= (c,(r),..., l:k(f)). Thus the first part 
of the theorem is proved. If J is empty, then u(f) > 0, u(t) # 0 a.e. in [0, T], 
and hence 
7’ “l 
c c c,u,(t)dt>O. a 
‘0 ,=I 
4. SUMMARY 
In this paper, utilizing a strong duality theorem for continuous-time 
programming and a basic property of an inconsistent system of convex 
inequalities, we have obtained a certain infinite-dimensional generalization 
of Gordan’s transposition theorem. We have also demonstrated that the 
continuous-time analogues of some other transposition theorems well 
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known in the finite-dimensional case. follow as special cases of the main 
result presented here. 
Much as in the finite-dimensional case. the continuous-time version of 
Gordan’s theorem can be used to establish optimality conditions for con- 
tinuous-time programming problems [ 16, 17 J. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for helpful comments. 
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